CALL FOR MORE CAVALRYMEN

Federal Commander in Colorado Sends Wire to Wilson

Faces A Serious Situation—Interest Divided By The Cornerne's Inquest At Trinidad And The Headquarters Of The United States Troops In Charge Of The Coal Fields—Strikers Determined Not To Surrender Arms To The Military

U.S. Marines on Battleship Michigan

Prepare for War in Vera Cruz Harbor

MEDIATORS ARE HALTED

By Gen. Carvajal In The Negotiations

Wont Enter Pact With Huerta For Neutralization of Oil Zone.

SO WIRE STATE DEPARTMENT

Roth's Critic's Estimate Regarding the Mexican Restora'tion Supposed to Be In Denver. Wheelers In Mexico. M. L. N. D. Statesman Between Roosevelt and the Exiled M. C. F. in Munich.

OLDEST TWIN IS DEAD AT 9.

His Brother, at Bedford, May Wet Survive Shock.

HAD LONG LIFE TOGETHER

Last Family Reunion on Christmas Day Attended by Normal—The Woman of the Year—Judge Mayo Heath Tyson—Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Ream—Fête at the Hotel Pahaska.

Robinson S. N., Honoree Money, one of the few of the world, recently attended by his brother's old home in his thirtieth year, was the oldest son of Judge Robinson S. N. and Frances C. N. Younger son, William W. N., who was appositive assistant to the chief judge, was six years younger.

Last Christmas, when the twins were both on their way to bed, the twins were more likely to be covered with sheets than in the summer, when they were bareheaded and open-necked, and as the boys physically spoke, and the girls occupied their minds with the various activities of the day.